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CANDIDATES FOR VICE-PRESIDENT 

OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY 


Ernest M. Henley, Department of Physics FM-15, University of 
Washington, seattle, WA 98195 

1. The sessions of the Forum that I have attended have been 
on timely subjects with interesting speakers. Thus I 
believe that the Forum is achieving its goal and is perform
ing a noteworthy service to the Society. Possible future 
topics are: a) the SOL; b) freedom of communication; c) the 
refereeing issue (for scientific buildings); d) arms control 
and nuclear disarmament. Some of these topics have been 
aired previously, but they remain of interest today. 

2. Physicists who have studied, and thus have particular 
knowledge of the issues involved, generally do and should 
speak out on them. They do so in civic groups, in 
newspapers and journals and through other sImilar forums. 
They'can also Inform the politIcal leadershIp. As a profes
sIonal society, we have commIttees (e.g., POPA) to study 
such Issues and to inform the offIcers and members of theIr 
findings. These fIndIngs should be articulated to the 
public, to the governmental leadershIp and to our elected 
representatives. 

3. As for other grants and contracts, students should be 
able to partIcipate in the work, and the results of the 
research should be publishable without restrIctIons. 

4. The role of the APS is to make sure that our field 
remains healthy. To me, personally, this Implies a 
reasonable balance of support for both large and small scale 
facIlities. Thus, the APS should make sure that the fundIng 
of large scale research will not be carrIed out at the 
expense of smaller scale research at our unIverSities. 

George VIneyard, 510 F, Brookhaven NatIonal Laboratory, 
Upton, NY 11973 

1. I feel that the Forum has done a reasonably good job of 
aChieving these goals, particularly in recent years. As to 
future sessIons, many Ideas suggest themselves: Armaments 
and disarmament, which contInue to provIde many urgent 
problems. Wavering patterns in the funding of science, 
which are a crucial issue. The interaction between physIcs 
and the socIal scIences could be addressed. It mIght be 
InterestIng to have a diSCUSSIon on the unexpected effects 
scIentIfic advances may have on socIety over the next 20 
years. 

2. The studies that have been sponsored by the APS provIde 
a great.deal of valuable InformatIon. Reactor safety, 
radioactive waste disposal, photovoltaics for solar energy, 
and other topics have been studIed, and SOL Is now being 
addressed. These studIes, among many others, can be excel
lent aIds to our members in recognIzing limits of scIence 
and technology. Of course, many channels for communIcatIon 
exIst. I would particularly stress the Importance of wrIt
Ing carefully thought out letters to the editors of 
newspapers and to congressmen, particularly the IndIvidual's 
own representatives. Except for a few vocal individuals, 
physicIsts as a whole seem to be unduly reticent about 
speaking out in the forums of our larger society. 

3. Most universItIes have already adopted guIdelInes on 
doIng classIfied and mIlItary research. Research related to 
SOL Is not dIfferent In princIpal from research already 
covered by such guidelines. IndIvIdual InvestIgators should 
have leeway to work on problems of their chOice. However, I 
feel strongly that, except In times of natIonal emergency, 
classified research and research from whIch foreIgn scholars 
are excluded Is not appropriate on universIty campuses. 

4. The APS has already sponsored an invited sessIon at one 
of its recent national meetIngs in whIch thIs Issue was 
discussed. I believe the most Important role the Society 
can play is to encourage sessions In which proposed projects 
are expounded and debated, and opportunity Is gIven for 
dIverse views to be heard. The conflicts mentIoned are 
often less severe than feared because the total of research 
funds is not a fIxed number. Nevertheless, the best pos
sible use of publIc monIes is desIred, and wIde 
particIpation of the various scientific communIties In the 
discussIons wIll help to approach thIs ideal. 
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CANDIDATES FOR COUNCILLOR AT LARGE 

OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY 


L. C. Hebel, Xerox Palo Alto Research Centre, 3333 Coyote 
Hill Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94304 . 

1. The Forum has done an excellent job in conducting sym
posia that have been interesting and informative. In my 
view, there are three areas of special interest for the near 
tuture: 1) arms control and disarmament, especially the 
evolving Strategic Defense Initiative and a pOSSible com
plete or low-threshold Nuclear Test Ban; 2) the continuing 
conflict over national security and the openness of scien
tific communication; 3) the health of small-scale physics 
research as affected by large, albeit important research 
facilities for particular fieldS of physics in the face of 
an overall national budget hiatus. 

2. This subject should receive more attention than it does 
by our members. As individuals we can seek and obtain 
opportunities to speak out at a local level if we are will
ing to take the time to do so. Beyond that, the APS Forum 
and other APS bodies usefully could sponsor symposia and 
workshops on specific topic areas. 

3. Not being a university administrator, I do not have a 
well thought-out position; on this issue. In general, I 
believe that universities should resist any contract funds 
that bring with them restrictions on the flow of baSic 
scientific communication. 

4. There are several roles that the APS can take in dealing 
with the growing conflict between the needs of "small-scale" 
and "large-scale" physics. My main concerns are to maintain 
a healthy balance among the subfields of physics, as dis
cussed in my article in the recent special issue of Physics 
Today. I endorse the roles for the APS that were proposed 
by POPA and summarized in the editorial by Millie 
Dresselhaus in the special issue. 

Daniel Kleppner, Room 26-231, M.I.T., Cambridge, MA 02139. 

1. I cannot Judge the success of the forum's Symposia since 
I have not attended one. 

2. First, by informing themselves thoroughly about the 
relevant issue - perhaps the Forum could he helpful in this 

and then by speaking out through letters, editorials and 
articles in newspapers, magazines and journals. Beyond 
these, direct discussions with members of Congress, their 
staffs and other government pollcymakers can be helpful. 

3. I believe that universities should not engage in clas
sified research. Except for the most immediate ethical 
issues, however, as might occur when human experimentation 
is involved, I oppose any attempt to.restrict a faculty 
member's choice of research because it would constitute a 
loss of academic freedom. 

Every SCientist must take personal responsibility for 
the conduct of his or her research and its social 
implications. If the academic community seriously disagrees 
with national policy it should use its powers to educate the 
public and the government. Unwise policies should not be 
balked - they should be changed. 

4. The relation between expenditure tor big facilities and 
small scale research is by no means obviOUS. Different 
areas of physics are funded by different agencies for dif
ferent purposes, and no one seems to know just how the 
budgets interact. The APS should take an active role. in 
informing the academiC community about the nature of the 
proposed.facilities, as in last March's issue of Physics 
Today. Also, the APS should provide guidance' to Congress in 
the formulation of general scientific policy, as in the 
current Science policy Study of the House Committee on 
Science and technology. 

Wulf Kunkel, Lawrence Berkeley Lab 4-230, University of 
California, Berkeley, CA 94120 

1. 	 In my view, generally the Forum is doing a fine job in 
arranging symposia on topics involving Physics and Society. 
These efforts should continue: I am convinced that they 
serve a gOOd purpose. Society members' appreciation can of 
couse be measured directly by the level of attendance. It 
would be desirable in this regard, to avoid such sessions in 
parallel with teChnical sessions whenever possible. We had 
a debate on the StrategiC Defense Initiative in an evening 
session during our last meeting of the Division of Plasma 
PhYSics, and the Grand Ballroom was paCked. 

Here are some suitable topics: 

1. 	 The sorry state of our primary and secondary education 
in mathematics and physics. What can be done about it? 
How do other countries fare in this respect? 

2. 	 The "cost-benefit" balance of very expensive 
experiments. Where is the limit? 

3. 	 What can science do to alleviate world hunger? 
4. 	 Should research on genetic engineering be controlled? 

Some of these may have been tackled before, but repetition 
of important topics like these and others seems justified. 

2. I am not sure that I understand the question correctly. 
It is certainly true that there still exists a large com
munication gap between scientists and the public or the 
political leadership. It is evident that we have to work 
diligently at reducing this gap, mingle with the public, and 
make every effort to increase our access to the political 
leaders. The APS should urge and encourage the members to 
get involved, to get in touch with the publiC, to speak out 
more, to seek contact with politicians, or even to become 
politicians and to run for offices. We need more scientifi
cally educated people in our government. 

It seems self-evident tome that improved contact 
between SCientists and the public and pOliticians would 
automatically lead to better recognition and articulation of 
the limits of science and technology. 

3. Many universities have decided to restrict research on 
their campus to the unclassified domain. This is pr'obably a 
good idea because work that has to be kept secret, for 
whatever reason, is simply not compatible with the search 
for knowledge and the obligation to disseminate the fin
dings, for which these institutions of higher learning have 
been created. 

Additional guidelines, however, that would restrict a 
faculty member's freedom of choice in the work he or she 
does, or from Which agency he or she accepts funding, seem 
wrong. Universities should be the last places to interfere 
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with any "individuals personal views. The decision to seek 
or to reject contract funds related to the Strategic Defense 
Ini tiati ve must be left to the individuals to be guided by 
their conscience. 

Open debates of the implications should, of course, be 
encouraged. 

4. Protective legislation to safeguard federal funds for 
small scale research may well be needed. We have legisla~ 
tion to support small business ventures, to protect the 
elderly, to help the disadvantaged. Thus, why not reserve a 
certain fraction of the budget for small scale research? 

It is not clear, however, what role the APS could play 
here. It is my impression that the Society cannot engage in 
any lobbying activity aimed at helping its members. Such 
activity would endanger its tax~free status. But the APS 
could provide information and guidance to its members who 
should in turn transmit their views and concerns to their 
representati~es in Congress. This seems roundabout and 
awkward, but this is the way our democratic system works. 

June Matthews, Dept. of Physics, Room 26-435, M.I.T., 
cambridge, MA 02139 " 

1. Although I have not been able to attend many of the 
Symposia sponsored by the Forum, I have heard very good 
reports on them from my colleagues. Arms control, environ~ 
mental problems, and sCience education are Vital issues on 
which the Forum should continue to organize Symposia. 

2. I agree that the public generally-has a poor awareness 
of what science is, what scientists do, and indeed what 
science and scientists can or cannot do. Not all practicing 
scientists are inclined toward public statement or debate; 
those who are should make the effort to speak out, in public 
lectures and panels, and in the press. Those who are not so 
inclined can still be effective within their own (say, 
university) context, through thoughtful discussions with 
colleagues, students, employees and friendS. 

3. I am opposed to SOl research, on both scientific and 
political grounds. Futhermore, I believe that military
related research of any sort~has no place on a university 
campus. Al though uni versities must respect the academic 
freedom of their faculties, I believe that they can and 
should establish guidelines as to what is and is not ap
propriata research activity at an educational institution. 

4. I don't necessarily see a conflict between the support 
of billion~dollar and small-scale research. Different types 
of projects, equally valuable, require funding at different 
levels. However, I feel that it is particularly vital that 
sources of funding be maintained for research by faculty and 
students at colleges and universities. Equally important is 
that the quality of such research be maintained. Although 
the APS does not have funds to disburse, it does have ample 
expertise for the evaluation of research proposals. 

Robert M. White, Control Data Corp., 8100 34th Ave. South, 
Mail Station HQS08A, Bloomington, MN 55440. 

1. No comment~ 

2. The APS might consider establishing lectureships for 
this purpose. Individuals would be chosen to give maybe 
half a dozen talks during the year with the APS publicizing 
this program and paying the expenses. 

3. I believe it is dangerous and difficult to try to estab
lish a link between what a SCientist perceives as a 
fundamental research problem and how a funding agency might 
perceive the same work. Large computers, for example, are 
essential in the development of weapons. Does this mean 
that special guidelines should be established for research 
on computers? I believe the guidelines currently employed 
by most universities are adequate. What would concern me 
more would be the situation in which the SOl would become so 
focused and dominant that individual initiative was stifled. 
In this case the APS should take a strong stand. 

4. As I mentioned in my candidates's statement this is 
definitely an area where the APS could provide advice. 

M. Wilkinson, Solid State Division, Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831 

1. The Forum has done a very good job of organizing sym
posia on topics that are timely and of interest to 
physicists. Short courses, such as the recent one on 
"Energy Sources: Conservation and Renewables," seem to have 
been very effective. Topics of current interest that might 
be considered for future symposia include the increased 
restrictions on scientific freedom, the importance of both 
big science and little SCience, and various aspects of the 
StrategiC Defense Initiative. 

2. It might be worthwhile to ask Herbert Lin exactly what 
he meant, but I do not believe that this was intended to be 
a general comment. In his letter to Physics Today, the 
reference was made to a specific issue, the feasibility of 
missile defenses. On any specific issue of this type, 
symposia organized by the Forum can help APS members in 
understanding the issue and in determining the role of 
science and technology. Individual opinions on the issue 
can be expressed to the public and to the political leader
ship through regular channels. 

3. The guidelines for uni versity faculty members on any 
topic should be established by the administration and 
faculty of each university. My personal opinion is that 
university faculty members should not accept contract funds 
with any restrictive clauses relating to the performance, 
discussion, and"publication of the research, but there are 
probably justifiable exceptions. " 

4. The possible conflict concerning funds needed for major 
facilities and funds needed for university research is a 
very serious issue that all of us must address. Both needs 
are very important, and they must be considered in parallel. 
Perhaps the APS can help by organizing symposia that em~ 
phasize the importance of and necessity for both types of 
research. It is essential for SCientists in" universities, 
industries, national laboratories, and government organiza
tIons to work together In establishing long-range goalS and 
In developing plans to achieve such goals. 
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Report of the Committee on Opportunities in Physics (COP). 
Meeting 17 July 1985. by I.S. Jacobs. General Electric 
Corp •• Res. & Dev •• P.O. Box 8. Schenectady, NY 12301. 

Major portions of this meeting were occupied with 
manpower matters. The Committee met with Beverly Porter, 
who heads the AlP Manpower StatistIcs Division, resuming a 
dialogue started in Sept 1984. In addition COP met later in 
the day with Beverly Citrynell, who manages the AlP Manpower 
Placement Division. In each case. COP members were very 
favorably impressed with the quality of these AlP functions. 
Concurrently, we perce1ved some ways to improve the impact 
of these services/resources on the APS membership, and we 
shall pursue these in the coming months. 

Porter reviewed the scope of the regular surveys 

carr1ed out by the Manpower StatistiCS Division, some g01ng 

back over 20 years. These include undergraduate and 

graduate level enrollments in physics programs, BA/BS 

production, PhD production (each has turned upward in the 

past 4 or 5 years), starting salaries by degree level (for 

potentially permanent positions), data on numbers and 

origins of non-US citizens in graduate programs and in post

doctoral positions. shifts in subfields from graduate study 

to employment, proportion of women PhDs in physics compared 

to other science and engineering areas (physics and 

astronomy remains the lowest, and almost unchanging at 31 , 

despite overall increases in other fieldS), etc. As an 

interesting note she found that only 581 of members in AlP 
affiliated SOCieties identify themselves primarily as 
physicists, while for APS this number is about 751. 

Relevant to COP interest is the forthcoming wave of 
retirements from academia. Porter's statistiCS on the 
academic. age structures of physiciSts are of special 
interest. We need to compare these with the age structure 
for all academics to facilitate planning by physics depart
ment heads and deans concerning new posts or alternative 
retirement options. porter has also been surveying members 
leaving the organized physics community as well as determin
ing the characteristics of new members. The former data 
could be very useful for the APS Industrial Physicist Panel 
convened last year, with a broader group scheduled for 
October 1985. _ 

These brief remarks barely scratch the surface of the 
information available. COP members were fascinated by these 
statistics and their implications. How are they used and/or 
disseminated? This is a natural question. Porter described 
how frequent requests arrive at her office from government 
(legislative and executive) agencies as well as from the 
private sector (employers), and from academics following 
physics enrollment trends. In addition she usually ad
dresses the periodic meetings of Physics Department 
Chairpersons. There will also be a significant contribution 
in the NAS Physics Survey ("Brinkman Report") when it 
appears. The committee felt that avenues for broader diS
tribution of this statistical information could be valuable 
in a number of quarters. This topic will be explored in 
future COP meetings. 

The meeting with Citrynell was the first for COP (at 
least in the past 6 years), and followed on a suggestion 
from Bill Havens. The AlP Placement Division operates to 
serve physicists and employers seeking physicIsts. In 
addition to the "familiar" Placement Service at meetings. 
they run a year-round Employment Referral Service and a 
Counseling Service which sees a few hundred phYSicIsts per 
year at AlP in New York. some two or three placement serv
ice centers are operated each year at APS meetings, as well 
as at others wi thin the AlP family. (Individual membership 

is not a requirement.) The process of bringing job-seekers 
and~tential employ~rs together involves several steps at 
which the staff seems quuite skilled. Nominal fees are 
charged. The success ratiO, i.e., number of reg1strants 
hired or offered positions (as of, say, 60 days later) to 
the number of openings really posted with interviewers 
present, runs from 201 to about 501. (I know these results 
are impressivel) InCidentally, most registrants are at the 
PhD level. Beyond thIs, many employers leave listings of 
openings -for a Summary Book Which makes 1ts way to academic 
departments (Employment Information Officers) where they are 
well used, according to reports. 

This Manpower Placement Division is more immediately 
sensitive to the current pulse of the job market than is the 
Statistics Division which can be a few years behind. The 
monthly technology employment 1ndex (prepared by a commer~ 
c1al group) goes up and down. Citrynell expects more 
unemployment will showrat the April 1986 Materials Research 
Society meeting on the West Coast where she has been aSked 
to operate the Placement Service Center. This is an
ticipated from the current downturn in the semi-conductor 
industry. In recent years there has been a noticeable aging 
of the registrants, with the 40 to 50 year old cohort now 
equalling the 25 to 40 year olds. 

She also tries to sound out applicants about their 
willingness to teach on the high school level. Contacts 
with various State Departments of Education are possible 
through her office. 

A recognized problem area is how to improve service to 
phYSicists on the BA/BS level. Currently this group con
stitutes about 101 of the applicant pool at the Placement 
Service Centers. COP members will try to help improve the 
forms to be filled out so as to make them more useful for 
the BA/BS people~ Other suggestions will be considered to 
improve the awareness of the APS membership of these 
functions. 

To strengthen the institutional ties between APS and 
these two AlP Manpower functions, COP should obtain a place 
on the AlP Manpower Advisory Committee which reviews the 
functions. We intend to request such an appointment to 
supplement the direct interactions just described. 

Among other topiCS at this COP meeting was a brief 
report on the NAS meeting on "International Flow of 
Scientific and Technical Talent: Data, Policies and Issues" 
attended by COP members Joe Budnick and Roland Good. A 
strong contrast has developed between the growing numbers of 
excellent foreign students and difficulties they confront in 
obtaining employment, faced with barriers of legal, immigra
tion and security restrictions. Our reporters felt there 
were no new suggestions of merit issuing from the meeting. 

COP plans for a symposium at the 1986 Washington meet
ing concerning the impact on the physics profession of the 
SOl program are presently "on hold." The question turns on 
the availability of time/space slots at th1s crowded 
meeting. We are now seek1ng cooperation with the Forum, 
Which has closely related plans. 

Lastly, COP received and discussed reports from the APS 
Committee on Committees (COC) and the Executive Committee of 
the APS CounCil. These expressed concern that the scope of 
COP activities has been more diffuse than intended by 
Council, and they recommended that a clearly defined opera
tional charge to COP be prepared. The present members and 
former chairpersons of COP have undertaken to respond in 
depth to these concerns and intend to work closely with COC 
representatives toward developing an appropriate charge 
under which the COP can continue to function. This dialogue 
is expected to get underway at the next COP meeting 
scheduled for 10 Sept 1985. 
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The Evolving Mode of Operation of 
the APS Panel on Public Affairs (POPA) 

by L.C. Hebel. Xerox Palo Alto Research Centre 
. 3333 Coyote Hill Rd.. Palo Alto. CA 911 304 

POPA is a "staff" arm of the APS Council. Originally 
created tp help manage APS-sponsored studies. POPA serves as 
the Council's clearinghouse on all public affairs issues 
that affect the Society. POPA tries to anticipate emerging 
issues and do its homework before the need arises for pos
sible action by the Council. 

The ability to address public affairs issues has been 
greatly enhanced by the advent of the APS Washington office. 
This office has done an outstanding job of keeping POPA and 
the Council informed. and its director Bob Park, also has 
been successful at expanding informal channels of communica
tion on public affairs issues with national leaders in the 
Washington, DC area. Consequently, POPA members found that 
they could spend less time fishing for information and 
concentrate on thinking about possible responses that 
Council could make, should the need arise. 

Beginning in 1983 and 19811, POPA chairmen instituted several 
changes in its mode of operation. Rather than operating 
mainly as a committee of the whole on issues, POPA members 
grouped themselves into topic-oriented working groups in 
four areas: 

1) physics research policy and funding; 
2) arms control; 
3) national security and scientific communication; 
II) physics education. 

Each working group selected a particular major issue as its 
focus and developed the pros and cons of various alterna
t! ves for POPA as a whole to consider. For example, Topic 
Group 1 examined the problems of small-scale and large-scale 
physics research; their work resulted in the organization of 
symposia on major physics research facilities at several 
1985 Society meetings and also a special issue of Physics 
Today to better inform our membership. Topic Group 2, 
together with the POPA Subcommittee of Studies, discussed 
the StrategiC Defense Initiative and an emerging APS
sponsored study; the study had been approved by Council in 
late 1983 and is now underway. Topic Group 3. together with 
the APS Washington office, focussed on emerging restrictions 
on scientific communication; their work resulted in a 
Council resolution on the subject. Topic Group II worked 
with the APS Education Committee in 1983-811 to draft 
Education Policy statements which were approved by Council. 
Finally, in 19811 POPA expanded its SubcommIttee on 
International Scientific Affairs to better deal with Issues 
involving physics and physical societies around the world. 

This type of organization has been refined and continued by 
POPA in 1985. The net r~sult has been a public affairs 
organization better abl~ to anticipa~e issues and think 
through alternative courses of action for possible adaption 
by Council. 

Response to Questionnaire 

In the April issue of Physics and Society (P&S) a question
naire asked for input from Forum members. There were 72 
returns, a 1.8S response rate - not bad for this type of 
questionnaire. Here are the results. The figures in the 
tables are the number of people who checked an Item off out 
of the 72 respondents. Not all people checked off every 
item. 
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Areas of interest to Forum members. How do you rate 
P&S coverage <:Jf these areas: 

Do OK Do Don't 
More as is Less Bother 

Arms Control 13 1111 8 3
Energy 24 111 3 
Special Needs of 

Women Physicists 2 116 11 9 
Minority Physicists 5 111 12 9 
Disadvantaged Physicists 9 36 9 10 

Physics Employment 22 34 10 1 
Environmental Problems 25 39 2 
Economic Issues 18 37 7 3 
Public Education & PhYSicists 110 27 

Rate P&S - how does the newsletter do In the following 
areas: 

Very Good Ok Poor 

News of Forum 33 27 3 
News of APS 11 39 12 
Overall Content· 16 38 10 
Format 16 35 12 

Rating the Editor's Performance: 7.7 on a scale of 10, 117 
rated this out of the 72 respondents. 

Physics and Society is 
extremely - 6 

< somewhat - 29 
not at all biased - 26. 

headers usually 
read all ;.. 37 

read things of interest ~ 28 
skim - 6 

Physics and Society 

In terms of how often P&S should come out one person said 0 
issues (and gave me a 0 rating), two said 2 issues, 53 said 
II issues, and seven said 6 issues per year. 

There were many suggestIons on what P&S should discuss. 
Here are some suggestions taken from the replies. Read them 
over and send in your articles. 

Benefits and problems with technology and society. 
Problems associated with industry, government and public 

relationships. 
Applications of science (esp. physics) in maintaining apart

heid, imperialism. exploitation in the 3rd world, etc. 
More on public school education in science. 
A very touchy pair of related subjects, 

a) 	funding for nsmall" science 
b) 	the problems caused to the rest of physics by the 

narrowness and economic irresponsibility of the par
tiole physios community. 

International issues please, esp. 3rd world. 

Any discussion of arms control should discuss what to expect 


of the OTHER systems - radical Moslems, USSR, China, etc. 
THE FINE, FAINT PRINT IS TERRIBLE FOR US OLDER GEEZERS. 
Interdisciplinary and borderline physics. 
The Forum should be concerned with the preSSing national 

security and national survival issues of the time. It 
ought to be addressing strategiC weapons and arms oontrol, 
energy. pollutIon, etc. "Special needs" categories are 
important but they ought to be addressed by the APS at 
large. not just the Forum. Make comments and keep readers 
informed on SOl, the arms talks in Geneva. and nuclear 
winter. 
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Future trends in research, public support of basic science. 
Comparisons, tables, compilations of data on missiles, 

spending, etc. are interesting and useful. 
Efforts of physics community to impact on the quality of 
. government based on physics related input. 

Discuss the situation of those who earned PhDs in the ea~ly 
10s. Nearly everyone of my contemporaries is working 
outside their original disciplines. Many creative people 
were lost to physics for lack of opportunities in the most 
productive years of their careers. 

Polit)cal dissidents, human rights, physics in developing 
countries. 

Intellectual honesty by physicists in public debate. 
How to influence/educate Congress on physics-related issues. 
Arms control coverage should be more technical and less 

histrioniC. 
Politics within the physics community. 
Classification by the government of non-critical science and 

engineering. 
Space program (i.e., economics, militarization), public 

perception of physics (and physicists). 
Ways in which physicists can tell their story to interested 

segments of society. 
How about presenting more balance in viewpoints. 
Physics and consciousness - why physics should be important 

to society. 
Lack of NSF funding for college science teachers (e.g., 

Chautauqua programs). 
As I live in Brasil, I regard P&S as a reflection of what is 

happening in the U.S. rather than a means of getting 
involved with those issues there. 

I oject to the phrase "special needs." Simple fairness is 
not a special need. If discrimination is to be discussed, 
let it be as an economic or employment issue. 

I sense an apathy in the science community which I feel 
reflects the current mood and trend in U.S. society 
towards militarism and conservatism. It's discouraging 
and depressing and at the moment overwhelming. 

Thanks to those who replied, both with criticisms and with 
words of encouragement. The criticisms we will take to 
heart, the words of encouragement have made the last five 
years worthwhile • 

John Dowling, Editor 
Physics and Society 

NOMINATIONSNOMINATIONSNOMINATIONSNOMINATIONS 
NOMINATIONSNOMINATIONSNOMINATIONSNOMINATIONS 
NNN NEWS OF THE FORUM NNN 
000 000 
MMM Requeet for Nominations: Forum Awards MMM 
III Since 1974, the Forum has annually given III 
NNN awards to individuals and groups who have NNN 
AAA worked in the interface between physics and AAA 
TTT society. We are now requesting nominations for TTT 
III the awards to be presented in the spring of III 
000 1986. The criteria for the two awards are as 000 
NNN follows: NNN 
SSS Leo Szilard Awards for Physics In the Public SSS 
NNN In......t NNN 
000 To recognize outstanding accomplishment by 000 
MMM a physicist in promoting the use of physics for MMM 
III the benefit in such areas as the environment, III 

arms control and science policy. 
NNN NNN
AAA Forum Award for Promoting Public Under- AAA 

TTT standing TTT 

III To recognize outstanding accomplishment in III 


theendeavorto promote understanding of issues 

000 . involving the interface between physics and 000 

NNN society. NNN 

SSS Please send nominations to Dr. Barbara G. Levi. SSS 
NNN Center for Energy and Environmental Studies. NNN 
000 Princeton University, Princeton. NJ 08544. 000 
MMM .Other committee members are Peter Zimmerman MMM 
III (U.S. ACDA), Chris Hohenrmser (Clark Univer- III 
NNN sity). and Paul Zitzewitz (U. of Michigan - NNN 

Dearborn). Be sure to identify the award for 
AAA which you are nominating a person (or persons) AAA 
TTT and include supporting biographical material. TTT 
I I I Thanks for your help. I I I 
000 000 
NNN Nominations For Forum Offices: NNN 
SSS SSS 

The Nominations Committee of the Forum would
NNN be happy to receive your ideas and names for can. NNN 
000 didates for the offices of Vice·Chairperson. 000
MMM Secretary.Treasurer. and two members of the Ex· MMM 

ecutive Committee. Please send your nominations
I I I to Dr. Henry Kelly. Office of Technology Assessment. I I I 
NNN Washington. DC 20510. Other members of the Com- NNN 

miffee are John Dowling. Ken Ford. Irene Engle. and 
AAA Allan Hoffman. AAA 
TTT TTT 
NOMINATIONSNOMINATIONSNOMINATIONSNOMINATIONS 

NOMINATIONSNOMINATIONSNOMINATIONSNOMINATIONS 
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UPCOMING FORUM SESSIONS 

Strategic Defense: The Long View 
APS Plasma Division Meeting, San Diego, CA, 4-8 Nov 1985 

Chairperson/Organizer: G. Allen Greb, IGCC Q-060, UC San 
Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093 (619 452 3352). 

"Perceptions of SOl" W1ll1am Thompson, Physics Dept. B-019, 
UC San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093 (619 452 4173). 

"Str3.teglc Defense and Crisis StabilIty" Dean Wilkening, 
RAND Corporation, 1700 Main St., P.O. Box 2138, Santa 
Monica, CA 90406 (213 393 0411). 

"Arms Control In a Defended World" Peter ZImmerman, 
Strategic Programs Bureau, ACDA, Washington, DC 20451 (202 
632 1542). 

~~~Th~larn III ~~~~lailOa~ 
~a~~~rn~~~~ 

George Mason University 
April 11-12,1986 

This is a preliMinary announcement or a two day national conrerance on 
nuclear war/peace courses and their context in the general education or 
college stUdents. This conrerenca is intended ror raeulty that have 
taught or are considering offering cours•• on nuclear war and peaee. This 
preliMinary notice is a Gall_!QC_aAa.Ca in the following areas: 

A. 	 !2tl~.t12D1' Why should nuclear war COUrses be ofrered? How do they 
fit within the context of a student's education? Why do students 
take the.? Why are so.. institutions more or less receptive? How 
can obstacles be overcOMe in less receptive institutions? HoM ean 
obJectivity be assured? 

B. 	 ~.1_~2Y~".. Examples or COurS.S now being offered and their 
context within the university program, including a discussion of the 
praetical considerations or exa.s and assignments. 

c. 	BY~~.~•. What nucl.ar war education is being orrered in your country, 
stat. or region? 

D. 	 B••QY~.. What resources exist ror use in nuclear war courses, 
including books, fil.s, guest speakers, and COMputer sortware? 

____________________~~~~R~~_~RETURN______________ 

1 a. vary interest.d and hope to attend this conrerence. 

Please send Me the final program announce..nt. 


I MOuld like to pres.nt a paper on the following topici 

NAME 

ADDRESS 	 Robert Ehrlich 
Physics Department 
George "ason University 
Fairrax, VA 22030 

PHONE 

Technology and Risk 
APS Annual Meeting, Atlanta, GA 
27 - 30 Jan 1986 

Chairperson/Organizer: Evans Harrell, School of 
Mathematics, Georgia Institute of Teohnology, Atlanta, GA 
30332 (404 233 3381). 

J. Donald Millar, DIrector, NatIonal InstItute for 
OccupatIonal Safety and Health, Atlanta. TopI0 open. 

Irving Mintzer, World Resources Institute, WashIngton. 
Toplo: Atmospheric Effects of Energy Teohnologies 

Richard Wilson, Harvard. TopiC: The APS Study Group on 
Radionucl1de Release frOll! Severe Accidents at Nulcear P"ower 
Plante. 

SLIDE SHOW ON STAR WARS "The Dream 
of an Impenetrable Shield: Ballistic Missile 
Defense in the Nuclear Age" describes the 
Strategic Defense Initiative and provides a 
guide to understanding the debate. 80 slides, 26 
min. audiocassette. $30 from Nuclear War Gra
phics Project, 100 Nevada St., Northfield, 
MN 55057; 507 -645-7736. 

"Your Career and Nuclear Weapons," is a guide 
for young scientists and engineers on the arms 
race, the role their fields play in it, and how it 
may affect their work. It analyzes military pro
grams in industry and universities. Prepared by 
post-doctoral research SCientists at the Institute 
for Theoretical Physics, U.C. Santa Barbara. 
Order at $21 copy from Peace Resource Center 
of Santa Barbara, 331 N. Milpas St. IF, Santa 
Barbara, CA 93103. 
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